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62 Gatestone Road, Epping, Vic 3076

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 4 Type: House
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Under Offer - SOLD ........Smart Location Real-estate is proud to present "62 Gatetone Road Epping Vic 3076"Welcome to

your dream home nestled in a picturesque setting with breathtaking mountain views. This meticulously crafted residence

offers a harmonious blend of natural beauty and exceptional quality. Prepare to be captivated by the awe-inspiring vistas

that greet you from every angle.As you step inside, you'll be greeted by an ambiance of elegance and sophistication. The

home's impeccable construction is evident in every detail, ensuring longevity and durability. From the foundation to the

finishing touches, no expense has been spared in creating a residence that stands the test of time.The open-concept layout

embraces the mountain views, seamlessly integrating the surrounding landscape with the interior living spaces. Large

windows invite an abundance of natural light, creating an atmosphere of warmth and serenity throughout. Imagine

waking up to the sight of majestic peaks or enjoying the golden hues of a sunset from the comfort of your own living

room.The kitchen is a chef's delight, featuring top-of-the-line appliances, premium cabinetry, and ample counter space for

culinary endeavors. Whether you're hosting a formal dinner party or enjoying a casual meal with loved ones, the dining

area offers the perfect backdrop for unforgettable experiences.The bedrooms provide peaceful retreats, allowing you to

unwind and recharge while being enveloped by the natural beauty outside. Wake up each morning feeling refreshed,

rejuvenated, and ready to embrace the day.Step outside and experience a world of wonder. The expansive outdoor living

spaces are designed to maximize your enjoyment of the magnificent mountain views. Whether you're sipping your

morning coffee on the deck or entertaining guests in the landscaped backyard, you'll feel a deep connection with nature

that is both inspiring and soothing.In addition to its stunning features, the home is ideally located in a sought-after

neighborhood, offering convenience and a sense of community. Nearby amenities, such as parks, trails, and shopping

centers, ensure that everything you need is within easy reach.Don't miss the opportunity to own this exceptional home,

where mountain views and quality construction harmoniously converge. Your dreams of a tranquil, yet luxurious lifestyle

await. Contact us today to arrange a private tour and witness the beauty for yourself.Feel free to customize and adapt this

description to suit your specific property and target audience. Good luck with the sale of your home!Due diligence

checklist - for home and residential property buyers - http://www.consumer.vic.gov.au/duediligencechecklist.This

document has been prepared to assist solely in the marketing of this property. While all care has been taken to ensure the

information provided herein is correct, we do not take responsibility for any inaccuracies. Accordingly, all interested

parties should make their own enquiries to verify the information


